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* In its Feb. 13 edition, the Miami Herald states that international observers are deeply concerned
about UNO's plans to declare fraud if the voting does not go UNO's way. The observers are
concerned that if UNO faithful take to the streets to "defend" the UNO ticket the electoral process
could unravel in the face of chaos and confusion. An observer with former President Jimmy
Carter's team cited by the newspaper said, "In my mind this is counterproductive to everything
that everyone's been working for so long." Another member of the Carter delegation said, "When
you participate in a democratic election, you have to be prepared to lose, and that's what UNO
isn't prepared to handle." * On Feb. 20, the afternoon edition of Barricada (La Tarde) published
statements by Edgard Chamorro, described as a former contra directorate member and CIA
employee. Chamorro said plans for disturbances and civil disobedience by UNO for next Sunday
would be similar to those developed by the CIA in the Philippines and Panama. Street disturbances,
surrounding polling stations, and the like, he said, are a type of intervention used by the US
government in electoral processes. Chamorro said that in the past several months he has studied
the role played by the US ultra-right in the Nicaraguan elections. In both the Philippine and
Panamanian cases, the US government engineered covert actions to create a fictitious basis for
disturbances in order to discredit the elections, and declare fraud. Next, Chamorro warned that
televised images in the US of violence and mobs apparently out of control on election day would be
used by the right in the US to justify continuity of Washington's policy of aggression and hostility
in force since 1982. * Notimex reported Feb. 20 that the UN observer mission's third report on the
electoral process indicated that UNO's insistence on the illegitimacy of the Supreme Electoral
Council regardless of its composition, and the nature of Council decisions and actions, suggests that
such efforts are part of a general plan to discredit the vote count. The report also pointed out UNO's
subtle campaign, both inside Nicaragua and elsewhere, to discredit foreign observer missions. *
On Feb. 20, Douglas Schirch, a member of Accion Permanente por la Paz (APPP), told Notimex
of "rumors in the countryside that the contras will attempt to prevent members of the army from
voting" on Sunday. Thus, in areas where contras are present, soldiers and members of the army
reserve will be kept busy responding to contra ambushes and ensuing pursuit into the mountains.
Schirch also referred to rumors that UNO supporters will go to the streets on the evening of Feb. 25
shouting fraud. Meanwhile, contra fighters will attempt to rob ballot boxes and vote tallies being
moved to computation centers. According to Notimex, unidentified reports from Honduras indicate
that the contras have been engaged in a pro-UNO campaign, and asserting that if the FSLN wins the
election, "the war will continue." (Basic data from Miami Herald, 02/13/90; Notimex, 02/20/90)
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